
1. Introduction
Nathan Herald
Thegraphicreader.com, 30+ years of comics experience
Published author, cited in several publications, presented at Denver Comic Con twice

2. Title
Today, I’d like to speak to you about the history of comics and censorship, as well as the continuing
fight
History of censorship – since the foundation of civilization, there have been people and/or
movements that want to control information. Military and political organizations rely heavily on
censorship to protect troops and national interests, religious groups use it to shape beliefs and
dogma, etc.
Definition of censorship

3. EC Comics
Entertaining Comics, more commonly known as EC Comics, was an American publisher of comic
books, which specialized in horror fiction, crime fiction, satire, military fiction, and science fiction
from the 1940s through the mid-1950s. EC was owned by Maxwell Gaines and specialized in
educational and child-oriented stories. After Max Gaines' death in a boating accident in 1947, his son
William Gaines took over the company and began to print more mature stories, delving into genres of
horror, war, science-fiction, and others.
EC published distinct lines of titles under its Entertaining Comics umbrella. Most notorious were its
horror books, Tales from the Crypt, The Vault of Horror and The Haunt of Fear.[3] These titles reveled
in a gruesome joie de vivre, with grimly ironic fates meted out to many of the stories' protagonists.
The company's war comics Frontline Combat and Two-Fisted Tales often featured weary-eyed,
unheroic stories out of step with the jingoistic times. Shock SuspenStories tackled weighty political
and social issues such as racism, sex, drug use, and the American way of life. EC always claimed to be
"proudest of our science fiction titles",[4] with Weird Science and Weird Fantasy publishing stories
unlike the space opera found in such titles as Fiction House's Planet Comics. Crime SuspenStories had
many parallels with film noir.

4. Warning
5. The following images are actual covers of old EC Comics, and may not be suitable for all audiences

Allow enough time for people to leave/cover eyes/ prepare themselves

6. Covers
Discuss the violence inherent in covers
Vivid colors
Hidden humor of covers
Popularity of titles that were out of step with the events of the day

This is the text guide I used during my presentation for Censorship in Comics at the Mesa County Comic Con 2018. This is a basic 
nuts and bolts guide to be used alongside the .ppx file of Censorship in Comics.

This is a copyrighted work by Nathan Herald, and is offered merely as an educational tool. All images and trademarks are retained 
by their respective owners.  

Questions/Comments/Concerns may be directed to thegraphicreader@gmail.com
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7. Fredric Wertham
Psychologist of renown
Champion of minority rights
Became concerned with the violent imagery of mass media and effects of comics on children

8. Seduction of the Innocent
Popular book of the day that detailed overt and covert instances of sex, drugs, violence, etc. in what
Wertham called “crime comics”
Wertham’s anecdotal stories of children committing crimes only to be found surrounded with comics,
or influenced to capital crimes by stories they read in comic books
Popularized the theory that Batman and Robin were a homosexual couple, and that not only was
Wonder Woman a Dominatrix, but a lesbian as well
His testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency helped pave the way for
the Comics Code Authority
In 2010, Wertham’s notes were released, and it was discovered that there was no factual evidence in
Wertham’s book.

9. Comics Code Authority
Ultimately, the Senate Subcommittee did not find conclusive evidence that comics were a direct
influence, but the Chairman of the Subcommittee suggested the creation of a self-policing body that
would prevent such lurid and shocking events from happening again.

10. Highlights
Point out sections of code, hint at werewolfism controversy
This was a big reason Nazis became a common villain
Discuss the inherent sexism in the code
Power of the CCA

11. Major Publishers
Both fell in line, but stories almost became comedic – plot lines were absurd, and heroes became
little more than costumed babysitters, while the general intelligence of the stories declined
The Adam West “Batman” TV show was spawned from this movement

12. Gold Key and Archie Comics
Neither Publisher submitted stories to the CCA for a while
Both publishers were considered to be above reproach with their products
Archie Comics eventually joined in and submitted stories to the CCA



13. MAD Magazine
Due to the stranglehold the CCA had on EC Comics, Bill Gaines decided to start a new publishing
venture
Creating a magazine format and focusing on comedy and satire, MAD Magazine became a
cultural phenomenon that not only ignored the CCA, but managed to get away with more than
they ever did when they published “Crime Comics”
The added benefit was that since it was a magazine, it was not beholden to the CCA rules

14. Underground Comix
In the mid-60s, a new generation of comic artists began to come of age
The counterculture movement we a huge influence on these new artists, and with artists willing
to self-publish and head shops willing to sell the books, these Underground Comix began to
challenge the status quo
Comix became the antithesis of the CCA, celebrating sex, drug use, violence (especially against
women), and general malfeasance
Zap Comix #4 became the first title convicted of obscenity, marking the beginning of the end of
Comix

15. Miller v. California
Supreme Court decision that updated the concept of works that are "utterly without socially
redeeming value" to that which lacks "serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value"
This creation of a three-prong attack made shops extremely wary of selling comix

16. Marv Wolfman
One of the most prodigious character creators
Co-created the Teen Titans
In the 70s publishers started creating “Horror” comics again, focusing more on supernatural
elements
Had a story rejected due to a linguistic twist calling him “The Wandering Wolfman”
Story was allowed after it was suggested Marv was given a writing credit on the front page
This also began the habit of a “credit box” on the first page of issues

17. Spider-Man

1971 Marvel became 1st mainstream publisher to tackle drug use as a major theme
Issues 96-98 of The Amazing Spider-Man dealt with a drug overdose by Harry Osborne, in direct
violation of CCA rules
Story was originally requested by the U.S. Department of Health to tackle the subject of drug
use in younger audiences
The CCA rejected the story outright, so Stan Lee ran the issues without approval, and became a
major cultural touchstone of the 70s
Lead to the first major revamp of CCA rules, relaxing certain restrictions on topics



18. Mike Diana
Comic artist, and first person in America to be convicted of obscenity
While his artwork is uniformly offensive and graphic to a fault, it still serves a purpose in
establishing the outer limits of what is acceptable
Retained the CBLDF to represent him

19. CBLDF
The Comic Book Legal Defense Fund
First formed to defend a comic shop accused of obscenity
Now they fight for artists, sellers, and publishers the world over, protecting their rights of free
speech

20. Challenged/Banned Titles

In the Night Kitchen – Maurice Sendak
- Challenged in multiple locations
- Main character spends part of the book nude, so many librarians would literally paint

underpants or a diaper on the main character

Dragonball – Akira Toriyama 

- Challenged in Wicomico County, MD
- Parent wanted books to be pulled from entire school district due to violence and nudity

Persepolis – Marjane Satrapi 

- Challenged in multiple locations
- Objections to profanity and violent content

The Amazing Spider-Man: Revelations - J. Michael Straczynski, John Romita, Jr., and Scott Hanna 

- Challenged in Millard, Nebraska
- Challenged due to “sexual overtones”; parent refused to return book during entire process

of challenge

Batman the Killing Joke – Alan Moore and Brian Boland 

- Challenged in Columbus, Nebraska
- Attempt to remove from public library because it “advocated rape and violence”

Bone – Jeff Smith 

- Challenged in Rosemount, Minnesota
- Challenged due to promotion of alcohol and tobacco use

Drama – Raina Telgemeier 

- Challenged throughout Texas
- Challenged due to “sexual content” (i.e. two gay characters)



Maus – Art Spiegelman 

- Challenged in Pasadena, California
- Challenged due to Anti-Ethnic themes and unsuited to age group: A proud polish man read

the book and was uncomfortable, so he didn’t want others to read the book either

Stuck in the Middle – Edited by Ariel Schrag 

- Challenged in Dixiefield, Maine
- Challenged for language, sexual content, drug use
-


